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This September, luxury European design studio Sé will unveil Sé Chic London, an 
engaging and sensory exhibition within Gallery Sé, which will be transformed for one 
week only into an experiential setting for the London Design Festival 2022. 
 
Building upon the success of the design studio’s presentation at this year’s Salone Del 
Mobile in Milan, which paid homage to the invitation only underground disco movement 
in New York and was widely acclaimed as one of the brand’s most significant and 
progressive exhibitions to date; Sé Chic London will see the afterparty travel to the capital 
in an apartment setting with a distinctly British narrative. 
 
The second instalment of the feel-good disco inspired presentation, Sé Chic London will 
explore and extended the artistic concept created by founder Pavlo Schtakleff and 
creative partner Amalia Schtakleff, taking its cues from the bold and sophisticated 
interior styles of 1970s London, embracing pattern and texture with a playful exuberance. 
 
Alongside signature pieces from Sé Collections expansive archive of collectables in fresh 
colour ways and materials by Dedar, on display will be the new Grace armchair by Nika 
Zupac which previewed in Milan, plus a new ceramic version of the Silence Lamp. The 
exhibition will also showcase new works by the renowned artists and designers 
represented by Gallery Sé including a bespoke and mesmerising gold disco ball designed 
and crafted in partnership with architectural embroidery atelier Studio MTX. 
 



Providing a unique backdrop for Sé Studio’s contemporary interpretation, Parisian textile 
house Papier Francais will exclusively launch their new 1970's wallpaper collection. The 
preview of the collection at Sé Chic London reissues recently discovered original designs 
from 1972 and 1975. 
 
Sé Chic London for London Design Week 2022 will be on display at Gallery Sé from 19th 
– 24th September 2022. 
 
 

SÉ CHIC LONDON 
19th – 24th September 2022 
Gallery Sé | 175-177 Fulham Road | London | SW3 6JW  
10am-6pm Monday – Wednesday  | 10am – 8pm Thursday | 10am-6pm Friday | 
11am-5pm Saturday 
 
PRESS CONTACT 
For further information on Sé, high-res imagery or interview opportunities please 
contact: Kelly Teasdale, Teasdale PR: kelly@teasdalepr.com  | + 44 (0) 7734 689511  
 
NOTES TO EDITORS 
ABOUT SÉ  
 
When Sé was launched in 2007, director and founder Pavlo Schtakleff had a goal: to 
reclaim the glamour and quality of 20th-century furniture and to become a dynamic and 
innovative presence in the world of contemporary luxury design. Sé’s vision was to invite 
some of the world’s best design talent to produce collections, akin to an art gallery or a 
couture house, with the ultimate objective being to build a catalogue of highly crafted and 
beautifully finished objects, made of the finest, noble materials, by the best craftspeople 
in Europe.  
 
Since its beginnings, this European design brand has stayed true to its founding ethos 
and, to date, Sé has created four highly acclaimed editions from French designer Damien 
Langlois-Meurinne, Spanish- born Jaime Hayon, Slovenia-based Nika Zupanc and the 
fourth collection from Switzerland-based, Nigerian-American designer, Ini Archibong.  
 
Establishing a reputation for making exquisite editions, Sé brings a new and playful 
attitude to timeless forms with a design aesthetic that captivates the senses. In 2020 this 
culminated in Sé launching its first dedicated exhibition space, Gallery Sé. An elegant 
new home in the heart of central London, here Sé invites you to wander, gaze and touch. 
Under Sé’s stewardship, Gallery Sé and its programme of artistic exhibitions and 
collaborative Courtships aim to inspire and delight being at once sensual, tactile, and 
cerebral.  
 
www.se-collections.com    
@se-collections 


